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False alarms plague Chaffee Hall
By Elizabeth Puckett
The Arbiter ------

ble for the cost of a mechanical failure,' but someone
needed to be held responsible for the costs incurred by
the pranks.
The resident director put
out a memo asking if anyone
had seen the prankster pull
the alarm.
She said that although
they've
received
several
names from students in the
hall, none of the students
were 'willing or able to give
confirmation that they'd seen
the act committed. Therefore,
Boise State is absorbing the
costs from the false alarms.
"It isn't fair to the students
who live in Chaffee to pull
this sort of thing," St. Clair
said.
"The cost has to be
absorbed somewhere if we
can't discover the perpetrator, and Chaffee Hall just
can't do it. The money has to
come from somewhere."
St. Clair also said the

During the week of Sept.
16-20, Boise State's Chaffee
Hall was a loud place to live.
According to [ody St.
Clair, Chaffee Hall's resident
director, there were four
false fire alarms that week.
Two were caused by a
water leak, which interfered
with the wiring system. The
other two were prank pulls.
The mechanical failure
was easy to fix, but the other
two episodes were more
troublesome.
"For each instance of false
alarm,
the
Boise
Fire
Department generally sends
out four trucks," St. Clair
said.
"Each truck that responds
costs us $50, so during that
week we had to spend $800
on false alarms."
St. Clair said residents
shouldn't be held responsi-
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alarm pulls have more than
just financial consequences.
"No matter what time of
year it is, all .the students
have to get up' and, get outdoors when that alarm goes
off. These false alarms interfere with students' academic
success," she said.
"It really isn't pleasant to
wake up to alarms at 2:30
a.m., have to go outside and
then have to get u,P for. class
the next morning.'
St. Clair is seeking a way
to prevent false alarms without requiring the residents to
act as watchdogs against
each other.
.
One solution 'they are
looking into is painting
indelible florescent paint or
black-light ink onto each of
the pull-station
handles.
When pulled, the handle,
would mark the perpetrator's hand with the paint or
ink, giving the resident-hall
managers the opportunity to

spot them.
"The only drawback could
be the cost of the installation,
but we are looking into a
cost-effective method," St.
Clair said.
The ASBSU Senate recommended two other possibilities. One was a cost-inhibitive suggestion involving
installing cameras in the
halls. The other recommended placing signs at each pull
station warning potential
pranksters
of the consequences of false pulls.
When asked what those
consequences were, St. Clair
said that if a resident were
caught in the act of a false
fire-alarm pull, their residency would be automatically
revoked. The resident would
also be required to pay for
the Boise Fire Department's
time.
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Tom Trusky's latest artistic/literary offering, "Homage to Molly," pays tribute
his former book arts student's who helped catch a masturbator in the library last
The exhibit, which features a large scale of Andy Benson's Arbiter article "Stroke
Masturbator caught by students in library" and Ted Harmon's photo illustration,
lyon display in the hallway of the Liberal Arts Building.
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Student senators say no policy is-best
, ASBSU prefers
professors to
decide children's
place in class
By Colleen Underwood
The Arbiter -----The ASBSU Senate met to
discuss a resolution regarding children in BSU classrooms and decided no policy
is the best policy, preferring
the current practice of allowing professors to decide individually.
.
The Senate cannot establish Boise State policy, out
can recommend a course of
action to the Faculty Senate
and the administration.
Winriie Tong, ASBSU senator-at-large,
said 'ASBSU
decided the absence of a policy is the best way to .handle
tile issue of student parents
bringing their children to
class.
"It's better for no policy,"
Tong said.

For example, children are
Currently, BSU does not professor relationship is an '
have a policy concerning
Important aspect. If a profes- not allowed to stand beside
children accompanying stu- sor does not welcome chil- their parent when the parent
dents to lecture. Senators
dren in a lecture; the profes- is participating in a chemistry
researched the pros and cons sor has the right to say so. lao. Faculty members are
of the concern and decided
Students will have to meet aware that children are not
that things are better left the with professors before bring- allowed in certain environments due to the possibility
way they are.
ing'~. child to class.
of hazards.
The faculty senate will
When students, decide
There is also the added
now decide on the resolution.' whether or not to bring their
Tong said if a policy were' : children to class, they must space needed for children in
to come, it would likely not; consider the risks of certain a classroom. Tong said when
a test is given, space becomes
"allow children in any class- environments .'
room settin~.

permitting the child in the
an issue for everybody.
"We have to think of the' first class, but not the next.
best environment for an aca- The student then may not
have a place for the child to
demic setting," Tong said.
go during classes.
Discrimination
among
Tong said students conchildren is another concern,
with the possibility of a pro- cerned with the ruling can
their
questions
fessor allowing a Child in the .have
,
classroom one day and not addressed by ASBSU.
'Schedule an appointment
welcoming another child on
by calling the senate office at
another day.
Students could also face 426-1440.
back-to-back in-class policies
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flicts can be solved without ., one.
"It takes forever to get a
poH9"" she said.
The ASBSU resolution is
based on communication
with students about their
reactions and concerns.
.
The no-policy rule leaves
the decision up to the professors.'
At this point the student-

"We have to think of the best
'" .
environment/or an academic setting. "
- Winnie Tong
ASBSUsenatot-at-large
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Campus Shorts
debate a 'possible ban on
smoking in public places.
Mayoral candidate Teresa
Isaac, a former vice-mayor,
Penn students
said she would support a
ban, citing health concerns
protest at senator's
for non-smokers.
office
If elected, Isaac said she
PHI LAD E L PHI A would put the issue up for a
Sixteen
University
of referendum and let the pubPennsylvania students, many
lie decide if a ban should be
from the campus group Penn enacted.
for Peace, spent Thursday
Yet Isaa~'s opponent,
night sleeping in prison cells Scott CroSbl~, an Urban
instead of their own beds. County councilman-at-large,
The students,
protesting---d,isagreed.I;Ie
said ~le counagainst military action in ~Il has studied the Issue .and
Iraq, were arrested for a sit-in IS concerned about how a
staged Thursday afternoon
ban would affect the local
in the Philadelphia office of economy. "There'~ a great
Republican
Sen.
Rick concern about the Impact to
Santorum.·
restaurants and bars," he
The protest consisted of sa!d. He also said he did not
the sit-in and a rally that fol- think a ref~rendum was the
lowed outside the buildin~.
way to decide about a ban.
The sit-in was a citywide
Some local restaurants
event. Students from Temple h~ve already experim.er:ted
University and United States wI~h smoke-free dining,
Peace along with individuals
Kel~h L?gue, a 1!1anager at
in support of peace action Ramsey s on High Street,
were involved.
said smoke-free restaurants
A total of 19 students
could be successful.
walked
into Santorum's
Jacob Bottom, a customer
office at 10:30 a.m. with the at Kitty O'Shea's, said the
intention of remaining there decision to be smoke-free
until 5 p.m., or unti1 their sho~tld be left up to
demands were met.
bus messes.
. Among other requests, the
group
demanded
that
Santo rum pledge to vote
1
against Bush's authorization
of military action against Art students find creative
outlet designing computer
Iraq.
Once
Santorum
was games
aware of the protest, he
CHICAGO-Whoever
called from his Washington
office to inform the group said "all work and no play
that he was in opposition to makes for a dull boy" likely
all their requests and. would didn't work as a video game
have protesters arrested at 5 designer. And for those who
p.m. if they had not left his want to morph a childhood
hobby into a career, there is.
office.
plenty of opportunity.
Shawn Branch, a 22-yearold student from Alabama
fond of drawing cartoons,
U. Kentucky students dis- hopes to tum his artwork into
agree on possible smoking characters for video and computer
games. Branch is
ban
enrolled in an animation program at the Illinois Institute
LEXINGTON,
Ky.-It
could be "lights out" for of Art in Chicago and plans to
smokers in Lexington, Ky., as enter the gaming industry
the two mayoral candidates after he graduates next year.
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Illinois Institute of Art is offering game art and design as a new degree program for students
want to learn computer game design. Photo by E. Jason Wambsgans, Chicago Tribune.
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Samaritans from Page 1...
will be' planning .m~etings
Monday, Oct. 7, m the
Cataldo Room of the SUB,
and Monday, Oct. 21, in the.
Brink Room of the SUB. Both
meetings are scheduled for 5
p.m.
Ulappa said she felt students need to recognize the
important roles of not-forprofif organizations in daily
life, as well as the fact that
these
organizations
rely
almost completely on volunteers for continued service.
"This is a really wonderful
opportunity for Boise State
students to ~ive back to our
community,' Ulappa said.
"We live, work,play and
learn here, and opportunities
like this let us show Boise
what Boise State can do."

Basic Rights Oregon volChicagoan. Fred Calhoun, revenue is projected as a bevy
a 29-year-old student, also is of online gaming options are unteer and Eugene resident
studying animation at the being introduced. For online Alan Brown suggested that
Illinois Institute of Art. "I was games, players on computers all one has to do to know
born an artist, but I had to or game consoles face off in where he stands on gay and
lesbian rights is look at his
competition
learn the basics of the art head-to-head
record.
from afar.
industry,"
He transferred
According
to Harriet
from
Southern
lIIinois
Merrick, a volunteer and forUniversity where he took
mer chairwoman for BRO, Hispanic Heritage Month
drawinp classes. "I decided
Smith voted against Senate
that Video and computer
Universio/ celebrations of
Bill 34 in 1993, which would
National Hispanic Heritage
games would make a more
Gay
advocacy
group
queshave
prohibited
discriminaMonth
are. underway,
exciting career for me."
tion in employment'lublic
although there are fewer
The Illinois Institute of Art tions campaign
accommodations
an
real
events than past years.
is one of several schools
EUGENE,
Ore.-A
property transac~ons ~m the
The BSU Cultural Center,
around the country that has
demonstration planned for baSISof sexual orientation,
which organizes the event,
teamed up with gaming comhired a new coordinator
Thursday by the gay advocaBRO also takes issue with
panies to educate aspiring
about three weeks ago - limcy
group
Basic
Rights
Smith's
stance
on
Measure
9.
designers.
Starting
in
itin~ time to plan activities.
Oregon
to
express
concern
In
2000,
the
Oregon
Citizens
October, the institute will
, We are excited aboutthe
over
a
Gordon
Smith
camAlliance
sponsored
the
meaoffer a new bachelor's degree
events that we do have, and
paign
commercial
was
sure
that
sought
to
prohibit
hope to get stronger from
program in game art and
thwarted
by
inclement
public schools from sanctionthis point," said Valerie
design.
weather.
mg homosexuality.
Cleary, the new Cultural'
The school introduced the
Four
supporters
showed
"He
was
asked
to
oppose
Center coordinator.
.
program
in response
to
up at the Federal Building in it," said' Merrick. "He did
Today, Latina artwork by
demand
by .. the gaming
downtown Eugene to protest not."
- Alma Gomez will be disindustry for artists trained in
the commercial, which porSmith's office was not .played in the SUB near the
computer
animation
and
TableRock Cafe entrance.
trays Smith as an advocate available for comment at
experienced with computer
Also, there are table-tents in
and supporter of gay and les- press time.
.
technologies.
the SUB with information
bian rights.
H
Ri I C
.
The game industry
is
The commercial features
uman
g tts ampmgn, . about Hispanic Heritage
the nation's largest gay politMonth and facts about the
emerging as a bright spot in
organization,
has
Latino population, Cleary
an otherwise gloomy tech Judy Shepard, mother of ical
economy. U.S. game sales Matthew Shepard, the 21- endorsed Smith. According . said.
to its Web site, the main reaAdditional events includincreased more than 20 per- year-old Wyoming student
ed
dancers from OELA,
who
was
killed
in
1998
in
an
son
for
their
endorsement
is
cent in the first half of 2002
motivated
hate his sponsorship of the Local BSU's Latin-American club,
from the same period a year anti-gay
performing in' the SUB. The
crime. In the commercial,
Law
Enforcement.
earlier; last year, sales of
Cultural. Center may also
Judy
,Shepard.
endor~es
Enhancement
Act
in
2001,
video
games
surpassed
serve Mexicanpastries in resdomestic box-office movie Smith s ~,ampalgn, saymg which broadened the definiidence halls around Oct. 8,
Matthew
w<;,uld
have
liked
tionof
federal
hate
crimes
to
Cleary said.
receipts.
'include attacks based on sexHispanic Heritage Month,
Analysts forecast comput- Gord?1:' a lot..
Critics say Smith has not ual orientation, gender and
which runs from Sept. 15 to
er and video game sales
always been a sUl?port~r of disability.
.
Oct. 15, is a primer for camcould approach $17 billion in the gay and lesbian nghts
pus clubs like OELA.
2003. Another $1.1 billion in movement.
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Bush's camp split on Iraq policy
By-Warren-P. StrOber,-----'
Jonathan S. Landay and
John Walcott
KRT Campus ----_

.

WASHINGTON - While
President Bush marshals
congressional and international support for invading
Ira9,' a growing number of
military officers, intelligence
professionals and diplomats
10 his own government privately have deep misgivings
about the administration's
double-time march toward
war.
They charge that the
administration
squelches
dissenting views and that
intelligence
analysts are
under intense pressure to
produce reports supporting
the White House's argument
that Saddam poses such an
immediate threat to the
United States that pre-emptive military action is neces-

sary.,

'

'Analysts at the working
level in the intelligence community are fee1ing very
strong pressure' from the
Pentagon to cook the intelligence books," said one official, speaking on condition'
of anonymity.
A dozen other officials
echoed his views in interviews with Knight Ridder.
No one who was inter-

viewed disagreed.
They cited recent suggestions by Defense Secretary
Donald H. Rumsfeld and
National Security Adviser
Condoleezza
Rice
that
Saddam and Osama bin
Laden's al-Qaida network
are working to~ether.
Rumsfeld said Sept. 26 the
U.S. governrnent has "bulletproof" confirmation of links
between Iraq and al-Qaida
members, including "solid
evidence" that members of
the terrorist network maintain a presence in Iraq.
The facts are much less
conclusive.
Officials said Rumsfeld's
statement was based in part
on intercepted telephone
calls" in which an al-Qaida
member who apparently
was
passing
through
Baghdad was overheard calling friends or relatives, intelligence officials said.
The intercepts provide no
evidence that the suspected
terrorist was working with
the Iraqi regime, or that he
was workinz on a terrorist
operation While he was in
Iraq, they said.
Rumsfeld also suggested
that the Iraqi regime has
offered safe haven to bin
Laden and Taliban leader
Mullah Mohammed Omar.
While technically true,

that too is misleading.
Intelligence reports said
the Iraqi ambassador
to
Turkey, a longtime Iraqi
intelligence officer, made the
offer during a· visit to
Afghanistan in late 1998,
after the United States
attacked al Qaida training
camps with cruise missiles to
retaliate for the bombings of
the U.S. embassies in Kenya
and Tanzania.
But officials said the same
intelligence reports said bin
Laden rejected the offer
because he didn't want
Saddam to control his group.
In fact, the officials said,
there's no ironclad evidence
that the Iraqi regime and the
terrorist network are work- .
ing together, or that Sad dam
has ever contemplated l?iving.ichernical or biological
weapons to al-Qaida, with
whom he has deep ideological differences.
None of the dissenting
officials, who work in a
number of different agencies, would agree to speak
pu~licly, out of fear of retribution.
But many of them have
long experience
in the
Middle East and South Asia,
and all spoke in similar
terms about their unease
with the way that U.S. political leaders are. dealing with

Iraq.
All agreed Saddam is a
threat who eventually must
be dealt with, and none flatly opposes military action.
But, they say, the u.s. government has no dramatic
new knowledge about the
Iraqi leader that justifies
Bush's urgent call to arms.
"I've seen nothing that's
compelling," said one military officer who has access to
intelligence reports. '
Some lawmakers have
voiced Similar concerns after
receiving CIA briefings.
Sen. Richard Durbin, DIll., said some information he
had seen did not support
Bush's portrayal of the Iraqi
threat.
'
"It's troubling to have
classified information that
contradicts statements made
by the administration,"
Durbin said.
"There's
more
they
should share with the public."
Several
administration
and intelligence officials
defended
CIA Director
George Tenet, saying Tenet
is not pressuring his analysts, but is ~uietly working
to include dissenting opinions in intelligence estimates
and congressional briefings.
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Boise's. Muslim community; .local .clergy, the ..
Idaho Peace Coalition and other local groups will be
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Career Center Services
Career, Internship & Part-time, Summer,
& Temporary Employment Listings on BroncoJobs
Career Counseling
Resume & Job-Search Assistance
http://career.boisestate.edu
426-1747
1173 University Drive
(in the Alumni Center across from the stadium)

International students face tight control
By Jennifer Bear
Oregon Daily Emerald (U.
Oregon) -----~--'
(U-WIRE) EUGENE, Ore.
- Tough restrictions on student visas may be partially
responsible for declining
international student enrollment rates at the University
of Oregon, according to preliminary figures released by
the University' Office of
Admissions.
International
students
applying for student visas
nationwide are now being
tracked in part by the
Student
and
Exchange
Visitor Information System,
a
Web-based
program
expected to be fully implemented by Jan. 3D-.
International
students
have been placed under

increased scrutiny by U.S.
governmental organizations
after the discovery that one
Sept. 11 hijacker, Hani
Hanjour, used a student visa
to enter the United States
but failed to attend classes.
Director of International
Student
and
Scholar
Services Ginny Stark said
the University has a SEVIS
implementation team that
will collect information,
such as the date students
enroll in the school, student
progress and student graduation dates.
SEVIS is a system that
will allow academic institutions to share information
about foreign students and
their dependents with the
State Department and the
U.S.
Immigration
and
Naturalization
Service.

Congress passed legislation
in May ordering the INS to
do a better job of monitoring
international
' students
through the establishment
of the SEVIS tracking system. Academic institutions
are required to connect to
the database by Jan. 30 or
they will lose their ability to
admit foreign students.
Stark said interim measures are being used by
embassies and consulates
abroad to monitor international students and scholars
until SEVIS is completely
established in January. One
such measure is the Interim
Student
Exchange
Authentication
System, a
Web-based
system
that
requires U.S. universities to
enter
immigration
data
about the international stu-

dents they have accepted so
they can be tracked.
However,
Stark
said
schools weren't given prior
knowledge of when or how
to use ISEAS. As a result,
some of the University's
newly admitted and returning international students
had a hard time getting their
visas, were delayed or
weren't allowed into the
country at all. "I think the u.s. is justified in being concerned
about security, but I think
also that student visas were
unfairly targeted because
they represent a small percentage of people from
other countries in the U.S.,"
said Stark.
Copyright ©2002'Oregon
Daily Emerald via U-Wire
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Indian gaming helps reservations prosper
dans that expressed their
. views, Richert validated his
support of Proposition One
with common sense. Like
other proponents of tribal
gaming
rights,
Richert
referred to a study conducted by two economists from
the University of Idaho.
In this report; it was made
clear that tribal gaming not
only supplies thousands of
jobs to Native Americans
and reservation neighbors,
but also delivers milIions in
revenue to Idaho's economy
and ultimately raising reserBy Erica Crockett
vation quality of life.--The Arbiter -----If we consider the impact
Approximately
a week that gaming has brought
about, it would appear eviago, the Idaho Statesman
devoted a full page of their dent that we, as Idahoans,
vote
"yes"
on
editorial section to the topic should
Proposition One.
of Native American gaming.
However, not all people
I thought that each perwish to look at the facts and
son's viewpoint included
instead choose to devote
valid opinions, but I thought
that the editorial board mem- most of their attention to
bers, whom I will refer to hYfothetical situations.
understand 'the allure of
through the editorial page
editor, Kevin Richert, sub- focusing on events that could
take place if Idahoans put
mitted the most persuasive
their
voices
behind
article.
Unlike some of the politi- Proposition One.

liThe Federal
government
has more
clout . concerning
issues within
reservation
boundaries
than Idaho's
government
does.
1/

Proposition
One
would
require a certain percentage
of the annual net income created by gaming to go into
schools and other community education programs.
The issue of constitutionality should be put aside
unless gaming
machines
begin to be replaced by table
gambling. But even then, the
issue of constitutionality
may not apply. The Federal
government has more clout
concerning
issues within
reservation boundaries than
Idaho's government does.
However, the issue of
morality ultimately arises
whenever gambling is discussed. Some people believe
gambling to be a sinful vice,
capable of eating paychecks
and destroying lives.
This is true, but only for
some people. I agree with
Richert and the others at the
Idaho Statesman who say
that for most people, gambling is entertammcnt, not a
crippling addiction.
. Let those who disagree
with gaming, in its multitude
of forms, abstain from gam-

Gaming might "bleed"
onto
lands
surrounding
reservations.
Communities
might pour millions into
neon signs, making it seem
that the Las Vegas Strip took
a vacation to rural Idaho.
Octogenarians mi~ht don
knock-off Armani SUltS,start
to call each other Vinnie or
Tony, and go out Saturday
nights to rough up local
rapeseed farmers.
Yes, I admit that all of this
could happen. Yet I'm more
inclined to believe gaming
will stick solely to reservation lands, won't skyrocket
into a fledgling Reno, and
tribal communities will resist
Mafia activities.
There has also been
debate as to whether tribal
gaming is constitutional. I
must admit that I'm not the
leading authority on the
Idaho constitution. But I do
know that gaming machines
such as the ones tribes
employ and our state uses to
run the Idaho Lottery, are
allowed by law.
And like the stipulations
for the Idaho
Lottery,

bling. But let those who don't
morally object to gaming
make the decision to participant on their own.
Aside from most of the
arguments people have furthe red
for
or
against
Proposition One, Idahoans
must remember that some
level of autonomy
and
respect for self-governing
must be acknowledged considering Native American
communities.
Votin!?
"yes"
on
Proposition One will not
only allow gaming, but will
.send a message to tribal communities, indicating
Idahoans support of tribal
decisions and mdependence.
The practice of tribal gaming does. have impact on the
entire state of Idaho, but the
majority of that impact is
positive.
Hopefully, when it comes
time to vote in November,
Idahoans will validate the
choices made by tribal cornmunities as viable, sensible
and economically sound for
all those that live in Idaho.
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We encourage readers to
respond in
letters for publication. Letters
must be 300words or fewer.
Please include your name,
daytime telephone number,
major field of study and year

in school.Please direct all letters to
editor@arbiteronIine.com.
Letters are subject to editing.
The Arbiter cannot verify the
accuracy of statements made .
in letters to the editor.
Columnists' views do not
necessarilyrepresent those of
the Arbiter editorial board
and staff.

Thet8.Arbiter
1910 University Drive
Boise, Idaho 83725
Online: www.arbiteronline.com

Phone: 345·8204
Fax: 426·3198

The Arbiter is the official student newspaper. of Boise State
University. Its mission is to provide a forum for the discussion of issues affecting the BSU community. The
Arbiter's budget consists of fees paid by the student body and advertising sales. The paper is distributed Mondays
and Thursdays to the campus during the academic school
year. The first copy is free. Additional copies can be
purchased for $1 a piece at the Arbiter editorial office.

Letters

to

seek

that
we
eliminate.

. While it does seem annoying that some of these groups
of people like to offer us little
green Bibles, or pound down
our doors on Saturday morning with Watchtower's or
send boyish "Elders" attackingour doorsteps, we still
Insults are not effective ...
. need to be tolerant of their
campaigning.
I am writing this letter in
After all, isn't there a sayresponse to Erica Crockett's ing that we judge others by
article on religion.
their actions and ourselves by
I commend her for such our intentions? What possible
budding and. astute observa- ill, intentions might these
tions. I also can accept her groups be trying to gain? By
frustration with the constant asking ourselves that quesbarrage of different religious tion perhaps we can become a
groups attempting. to thrust little more tolerant of their
their beliefs on us.
actions.
We unfortunately live in a
While I agree with Erica
state where there seems to be that these mind control
very little separation of groups that are inundating
church .from state, which our campuses and our homes
seems to perpetuate the prob- with their cult propaganda
lem even more (Curious what are terribly pesky. We still
kind of results we would need to harbor a feeling of
gather if we polled Idaho's acceptance for another group
politicians as to their reli- of human beings to do what
gious affiliations).
they feel is right according to
The only part of her article their moral belief system.
I would have to take excepIf we don't allow dissent,tion to.would be the,last :{Iara- ing opinions to enter our lives
.graph dealing with intelltgent and question our belief syspenguins. She seemed to take tems then we are no better
an insulting jab where it real- than the mind control groups
ly was not needed.

Amon Roe
Health science rnajor

@Ediftr

Crockett uninformed ...

placed over many people's
eyes.
Third, and most important, is that true Christianity
is not a religion.
'
. Reli!?ion is a man-made
institution, I .do not consider
myself to be religious, but I
do have a personal relationship with Jesus Christ.
No church or man can forgive you of your sins.
Only the sole Son of God
who died on a cross can do
that. He loves everybody and
wants you to allow Him into
your life. It is the best thing I
ever did.

Ms. Crockett seems to be
very deceived about the topic
she chooses to write upon.
First of all the Bible is not the
work of fiction that Ms.
Crockett implies.
There are thousands of
manuscripts and tons of
archeological evidence. to
prove both that the events
told about in the Bible are Jerod Morehouse
true and that the accounts Secondary education major
have been unaltered.
. I would challenge Ms.
Crockett and anybody else to
Correction:
read the Gospel of John.
In re~ards to China
Secondly, the Bible says
that you cannot serve two Veldhousc s letter to the editor'
masters. You. cannot serve endorsing Tom Luna: The
Arbiter editorial board would
God and the devil.
Ms. Crockett is obviously like to apoloqize for publishing
choosing to not serve God, so Veldhouse's Jobtitle next to her
She was endorsinp a
in a sense; Lucifer has drafted name.
candidate on her own.volition.
her.
ASBSU is politically neutral
I say this not to insult Ms. and her letter didn't reflect the
Crockett, but only to take off opinion of her colleagues.
the blindfold the devil has

submltletters to the editor to:
editor@arbiteronline.com
james Patrick Kelly
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Labels are lies that buy images

By Tracy Curran
The Arbiter -----I guess I'm not very fashionable, but I dislike our tendency to lean on labels to
describe people, social position or attitudes.
Contradiction
and
hypocrisy are so heavily
woven into our society that
it's difficult, if not impossible, for people to be honest.
That's my real beef. I hear
parents lie to other people so
they don't have,to do things
in front of their kids, then
punish those same kids for
lying to them later.
I see friends lie to each
other because they are trying to impress one another
with their sterling character
even as they're denigrating
it. I watch characters on T.V.
who have made lying comic
relief for the rest of us who
feel bad if we lie in real life
(hopefully).
Labels are an extension of
the same mentality, just on a

larger scale.
By
wearing
Tommy
Hilfiger or Nike T-shirts or
sweatshirts, I can lead the
rest of the world to believe I
am economically and socially affluent. If I drive a Lexus
or a BMW, I make the same
statement.
On the other hand, I may
live in a dilapidated dump
of a home so I can afford the
payments, while cheating on
my
husband
and
my
boyfriend every chance I
get.
Or I could live in a mansion and treat people like
trash beneath my feet, which
is no different.
That leads to labels that
identify us by our behaviors.
I'm most guilty of that. I try
hard not to lump people into
herds like stupid sheep, but
I find myself doing it anyway.
Part of the problem is that
we often act like sheep.
I have the outrageous
expectation
that we are
responsible for our behavior. Shouldn't consequences
be connected to social pressure, if not the laws of
nature?
Of course, this is all fancy
rationalization of a practice
that isn't nice or fair. After
all, who am I to judge someone wanting it all? In my
defense, I've been conditionedsince
infancy to
think, feel and act as I do.
We are led to believe
things that are no more than
someone else's speculation,

Columnist should
look into mirror
Guest---

Opinion
By Jason Chapman
Student ------Erica Crockett: You are a
zealot too, rreaching your
own form 0 religion, bombarding the readers through
columns like yours.
To prove my point, let's
look up some definitions of
the words' (according
to
Webster's Dictionary) you
used in your column.
Zealot: "one who displays
eagerness and ardent interest
in pursuit of something."
Preach: "to urge acceptance or abandonment of an
idea or course of action."
Religion: "A cause, principle or system ofbeliefs held
to with ardor."
Using these definitions,
re-read your article.
Although you say you do
not "commit to any structured religion," by the definition of the word, and by the
wording in your article, you
do have a religion, and even
admit considering "making
up my own pamphlets to
hand out to religious campaigners."
This, by strict dictionary
definition,
is
religion,
because you hold strongly to
that system of beliefs.
The "zealot" in you is
quite evident by your word
choice in the article.
. Any zealot or "fanatic" (a
synonym,
according
to
Webster) displays eagerness
in pursuit of a goal. They
tend to call other people with
opposing viewpoints .names
that are not entirely fair.
.' They make inflammatory
comparisons (reli.gi(.Jn a~d
the' war on Iraq, rrussionanes
"assaulting" your welcome
mat "religious
shelli.ng",
"light-hearted
and l?1<;Idy
thinking"
about __religion,

preparing for "an attacking
tribe of pagan heathens")
and refuse to sit down for a
fair and honest debate on the
subject.
Instead choosing to spout
off in a format (like The
Arbiter) where people cannot
typically defend themselves
against the ridiculous accusations (like the "ridiculous frequency of religious bombardment") you make.
And you do preach.
You are trying, through
this article, to urge acceptance of your point of view
("the ridiculous frequency of
religious bombardment evident throughout society"),
and urge abandonment of an
idea (religious proselytizing).
This raises another, slightly related observation.
.
Yes, the Constitution forbids state "establishment of
religion". Our federal government has not yet attempted to establish (Webster: "to
. make (a church) a national or
state institution") a religion,
although it does officially
recognize some religions.
However, forcing lour
beliefs (or lack thereo, no
matter what they are, or are
not) on the country is doing
exactly the same: you are trying to get the government to
officially recognize
your
belief system and force it on
the country.
.
So yes, you are one of the
people you try to condemn in
your article.
You are one of the "zealots
who preach, bad".
And if you are allowed to
"preach" your brand of "reli'glOn" in a school-sponsored
newspaper and Web site,
then the '~religiouscampaigners" who pass out the
'little
preen
New
Testaments"
are' perfectly
within their rights, because
they are doing the exact same
thing that you are,

JET
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.
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tlngtoun_1
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BYJULY2003
-No Japanese
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opinion or beliefs. It permeates every aspect of our
lives.
Women are convinced,
subconsciously and subliminally, from infancy that they
are made to- nurture and
care for others.
Men are better equipped
to read a map because they
are more spatially gifted
than women.
Scientists are more factbased and analytical than
artists. artists are more intuitive and creative than scientists.
Mathematicians are just
odd Gust kidding). These are
all truisms we accept, but
they are also labels. Many
men are just as or more nur-,
turing than women.
I can read a map as well
as any man as long as it's
upside down (it's just my
style-it
doesn't
seem
upside down to me).
If scientists and artists are
so different in their abilities
and capabilities, then how
do we explain Leonardo
DaVinci? Okay, he was a
genius, but we have modern-day geniuses, too. In
fact, we have had so many,
they don't stand out as individually
as
DaVincithey've become a herd of
their own.
One of the things I've
noticed in looking at scientists and artists is scientists
place themselves
above
artists.
Why that should be is
connected to our investment

in our social image. The to.
artistic area is considered by
Apparently, I put much
Loren Eiseley a "world of more store in honesty than
deep emotion" that is capa- the average bear. And my
ble of risking "that crys- respect isn't gained by doing
talline and icy objectivity,
all the right things when
which in our scientific guise, people are looking, while
we erect as a model of con- betrayal
is perpetrated
duct."
behind closed doors.
In a way, that explains
I think of all this when I
why and how we conduct
read about Bush and Iraq.
ourselves
in
publi~. The opinions of people are
Excessive
emotion
IS
interesting, but now much
frowned
upon. Look at of the real story do they, you
funerals.
or I know?
Disapproval is rampant
How much do we really
for the widow who throws
want to know? If we are so
herself on her husband's
easily manipulated by mascasket. The 'fact that she's terful marketers to believe
just lost her life companion
we will enjoy an elevated
and partner is irrelevant- in social status by exhibiting
the face of what we all con- the-right kind of logo, how
sider proper conduct in pub- .. can we presume
to be
lie.
informed enough to state an
What happens in private,
opinion as to Bush's political
however, is a whole other position? Or Iraq's, forthat
story. If you don't agree,
matter?
consider our politicians and
It's easy to sit on the side,
their peccadilloes.'
lines and scream instrucIf we weren't so willing to tions or advice to the playaccept the double standard
ers, but playing the game is
imposed between the public much more difficult.
image and the private, how
Maybe if I drive a
was Clinton elected to the Porsche, wear Armani clothpresidency? Twice?
ing and imported Italian
We could look even clos- shades, I can fool the rest of
er, here in Idaho, and find the world into believing my
the same basic behavior. Of opinions are more important
course, that behavior
is than others.
overcome by good haircuts,
If not, at least I can lie,
nice suits and hanging out cheat, steal or murder and
with all the right people. I know my labels will predon't know. Seems like trail- serve my individual rights.
er trash behavior to me, but
then, I don't buy into the
image thing quite as readily
as the media would like me

\.
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Lacrosse team to host tourney

,

.

Team jumps
to Division I
this year
By Aaron Barton
The Arbiter --.-.;..--After a successful season
last year, the men's lacrosse
team is back in action and is
preparing to' enter its first
season competing at the
Division I level.
Last season, the squad
won the Division II championship
in
the
Rocky
Mountain
Intercollegiate
Lacrosse League (RMILL).
The upcoming
season
looks promising for the team
because half of the roster
consists of returning players.
This weekend the 2003
squad will get its first chance
to play together as the team
hosts a fall tournament at
Boise State.
.
This is a "friendly" tournament meant more for team
evaluations than competitive
play.
"It will be a chance for the.
team to get used to the other
players and for everyone to
get some playing time, as
well as for the coaches to.
evaluate the team," Bronco
-head coach Tad Arnt said.
Joining the Broncos this
weekend will be Gonzaga,
Washington State, University
of. Utah, Utah State and
University of Montana.
Boise State has three
matches on. Saturday at 10
a.m., 12 p.m., and 2 p.m. as
well as one match on Sunday
at 10 a.m.
All matches will be played
on the intramural
field
behind the SUB.
After only winning 30 percent of their matches in 2000,
the Boise State squad had

Arbiter file photo by Ted Harmon.

Boise State lacrosse players put the hurt on Utah during a game last year.

break out seasons the past
two years posting a combined record of 22-5.
Arnt claims the team has
been improving every year
since its inception in 1998.
"The first few years it was
by leaps and bounds as. the
program 'was getting going,
but the team is still incrementally developing each season," Arnt said.
This year will definitely be
more of a challenge for the
Broncos as they step into
Division I play for the first
time.
Boise State will face a
"huge step up in competition," Arnt said.
The BSU squad has goals

and expectations of getting to
the RMILL Division I playoffs their first season in the
higher division.
In order to get there, the
Broncos will have to have
another stand out season, as
only the top four regular season teams are invited to the
playoffs.
Boise State will face six
other schools in the RMILL
Division I including BYU,
Colorado State, University of
Colorado and the University
of Utah.
Most of Boise State's new
opponents come from' more
established programs with
larger budgets and are considered' "virtual
varsity"

end's event. October 26 and
27, BSU will play in Spokane,
Wash. for their only other
off-season action.
The BSU Lacrosse team is
a club sport and is still open
for tryouts to anyone who
has an interest in the team.
The roster for the regular
spring season, which is
played
mid-February
through the end of April, will
be solidified this fall.
Anyone who is interested
should contact the university
men's lacrosse advisor, Dr.
Caile
Spear,
in
the
Department of Kinesiology.

teams, although they are not
sanctioned
varsity sports
teams, their expenses are
covered by the university.
The Boise State team is
mostly self-funded, with limited money coming from the
university.
About 30 percent of the
needed money comes from
player dues, with the balance
coming from fund-raisers
and donations.
The players have assisted
in football concessions and
advertising campaigns for
politicians to help raise funds
this fall.
The squad will participate
in one other tournament this
fall after hosting this week-
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Tonight ','
Tulsa @ Boise State

7:00
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Saturday
,
UTEP @ Boise State

Broncos look to keep streak alive
By Phil Dailey
The Arbiter ------

Mid-Major Poll
.- After another dominating win- the Boise
State football team
continues to climb in
the polls. ESPN
released it' weekly
Mid-Major poll on
Monday and the
Broncos are ranked
sixth.
The poll ranks
teams tram outside the
six BCS conferences
and Notre Dame. Air
Force is number one,
followed by Bowling
Green, Marshall,
Louisville and
Southern Miss, to
round out the top five.
The Broncos also
received 13 votes in
'thiS weeks ESPN / USA
Today poll, tying them
for 36th nationally
With the University of
Nebraska. Boise State
received one vote in
,the Associated Press
Top 25 ..
Chris Carr Honored
Boise State's Chris
Carr was honored this
week as the Western
Athletic Conference's
special teams Player of
the Week.
Carr blockedapunt
and recovered it in the
end zone for a touchdown in Boise State's
58-31 win over
Hawai'i. Carr's touch. down was one of three
Bronco scores during a
span of just over two
minutes in the first
quarter that gave the'
Broncos a 21-3 lead.
"If you cut a mold
for the kind of guy you I
want on your team it
would be Chris Carr," .
head coach Dan
Hawkins said.
"He is a very solid
player."

The Bronco football team is
on the road for the third time
this' season as they travel to
Oklahoma to take on the
University
of Tulsa on
Saturday night at Skelly
Stadium.
Last season, Tulsa traveled
to Boise and lost its only other
game against the Broncos 4110.
The Golden Hurricane has
not won a game all season,
and owns the nation's longest
losing streak in Division I-A,
at 15 games.
"No one really walks
around here wearing black in
a state of depression. We !ry
to get better everyday," Tulsa
head coach Keith:Burns said.
Tulsa has shown promise
on several occasions this season holding then ranked No.
3 Oklahoma to three {'oints in
the first half of their home
opener. The Sooners ended
up winning the game in commanding fashion, 37-0.
Two weeks ago, Tulsa
played yet another Big XII
team, Kansas. The Golden
Hurricane jumped out to' an
early 13-point lead after the
first quarter. The offense continued to score, but the Tulsa
defense stumbled and Tulsa
lost the game 43-33.
. "Our defense did not show
up to play," Burns said.
Burns enters his third year
as the head coach for the'
Golden Hurricane.
Before joining Tulsa, Burns
spent two years at Arkansas
where he, along with former
Boise State 'head coach
Houston Nutt, helped the
Razorbacks win two straight
bowl games.
Tulsa is a young team led
by sophomore quarterback
Tyler Gooch.
.
Last season, Gooch got his
feet wet starting six games as
a freshman.
This year Gooch shows

promise running the option
as well as passing the ball.
Gooch has also tfirown 930
yards and eight touchdowns.
"He executed the option
against Kansas to near perfection," Burns said.
[errnain Landrum
and
Montiese Culton are Gooch's
main targets in the passing
game.
Last week the Golden
Hurricane got a much-needed
rest as they took the weekend
off. They 'had two weeks to
preRare for the Broncos.
The layoff allowed several
players for Tulsa to get
healthy, including noseguard
Sam Rayburn. Rayburn is a
dominant force in the trenches at 6 feet 3 inches and 303
pounds.
'
This is Rayburn'S third
year as a starter, last season
he was awarded an honorable
mention All-WAC.
Rayburn was named WAC
Defensive Player of the Week
earlier this season.
Defensive
end
Cory
Hathaway and free safety Jeff
Thibodeax, both sophomores,
also contribute on defense.
Despite coach Burns optimism for the rest of the season, he realizes Boise State
has one of the top offenses in
the nation.
"We played Oklahoma
and Louisiana Tech; 1 rank
them (Boise State) in that category as an offensive power,"
Bums said.
Tulsa lost to La. Tech 53-9.
The Broncos are ranked
fifth in the nation averaging
41.6 points per game.
'
N'ot
only
is
Bums
impressed With the Broncos'
offense, he also credits their
senior team leaders.
"They are where we would
like to De, they have eight or
nine seniors that start for
them on offense, we don't
have eight or nine seniors on
the entire team," Burns said.
Despite a game against a
winless team, sandwiched

Photo courtesy of the WAC.

Tyler Gooch leads the offense for the Golden Hurricane.

between perennial conference have a ymmg team that's con- needs only 62 yards to break
Cedric Minter s 21-year-old
contenders,
Hawai'i
and tinuing to get better."
The Broncos did suffer all-purpose yard record.
Fresno State, coach Hawkins
Forsey is only one touchand the Broncos are not tak.. another blow to its offense in
the win against Hawai'i as down away from tying
ing Tulsa lightly.
"They have had some' right tackle Rusty Colburn Minter's career record of 43.
The Boise State-Tulsa
teams on the ropes but have went down with down for the
let them slip away," Hawkins season with a broken right game can be seen locally on
fibula. Jason Turner will take KBCI channel 2 at 5:07 p.m.
said.
, "I don't think their record over for Colburn.
This weekend, Boise State
is indicative of' the kind of
team that they have. They running back Brock Forsey

WA~ Vollevball,StandingS
Western Division
WAC Matches
All Matches
W L P£t-,~,L
Home AwayNeu Pet. ,
2 £~'1000'::.l,'~·'·'Ki'12-0 0-0' 0-0 1.000
3 #1 .35Q. l?\'\.'
1
5-1 5-0 .882

Hawai"I
Fresno State
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~=j~s~State
Boise State

. 0 \~
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Rice
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2
SMU
2
UTEP
1
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0
Louisiana Tech 0
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S.A.T. Score Around

12~6'o(Hig·hA.C;T.

College Student or Graduate Under 30

Friday
Nevada @Boise State
4:00
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Athletic
NQ Genetic Medical Issues

TRICK

i.

OR

\!trabe

COMP'ENSATION $80,000
Paid to you and/or the charity of your choice
~~

Divisions: Co..Ree, Men'S, Women's
Entry Period: Oct. 7-0ct.13
Game bays: Mon., Thurs.
Entry fee: $25'

AU related expenses will be paid in addition to your compensation
(Extra compensation available for someone who might be especially gifted
in athletics, science/mathematics or music)

@}z5J~~
Divisions: Men's, Women's
Entry Period: Oct. 7-Oct. 13
GameDays:wes.,We~
Entry fee: $15

For more information or to

please contact Michelle'

llu1Jssr~~
Divisions: Co-Ree, Men'S, Women's
E"try Period: Oe'.7-0,'. 13
. Game Days: Tues., Thurs.
Entry Fee: $2.t'

SocceHndoor

All registration, and entry fees are due in the
Student Retreation Center during the specified
dates. F~r more infonnation «III 426-JJ31.
7"
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.This ad is being placed for a particular client and is

Dlvel'lliona Editor
Lauren ConsueloTussing
Phone:
.345·8204 xl04
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Photo by Ted Harmon, Tha Arbiter.

Sid Harmon makes some minor adjustments

on the Weber carbure·tor.

The carburetor

was onc of the first components

to be replaced,

yet years later remains

one ofthc

biggest mysteries.

The turning of the screw

T LI

By Ted Harmon
The Arbiter ------

~LI
Investing ill
automotive
perfection

"Go!"
Press the pedal. Turn the screw.'
Look for bubbles. Turn the screw.
"Go!"
Press the pedal. Turn the screw.
Look for bubbles. Turn the screw.
Repeat.
aging sports car.
have reduced bleeding
"She was a pretty thing
the brakes on my '73 Fiat
once," Swede said. "The
Spider to a practiced
rhythm: a series of mechani- years and hard driving
cal movements injecting a wore her out, that's all"
I looked at her sitting in
transfusion of fluid into the
aging brake lines. Every that cramped garage strewn
press of the pedal purges air with greasy tools, and imagined her in her prime, just
.bubbles and dingy spent
out of the factory: Flashing
fluid, and pulls sparkling
eyes, flawless paint, and
clear fluid in.
The hydraulic
hoses, dangerous curves that beg
once supple and smooth, hard driving and tight corhave become dry and ners.
My mental picture was a
cracked, threatening new
leaks at the slightest provo- far cry from the reality of a
cation. We are unable to car that has traveled 230,000
transplant new hoses, how- miles. Dents marked points
ever, because the car will of impact all over her body,
reflecting the nearly 30
not give up her original
equipment.
Time spent years of wear and tear. Vital
alone and inoperable a few fluids dripped from numeryears back cemented the ous places, staining the
hoses to the car. Like an old garage floor. The cracked,
woman, she will not change sagging interior spoke of
her ways for anything. All summers spent topless. But
we can do is provide her that was not what I was seewith treatment to slow the ing when I wrote the check
for $750.
debilitation process.
After the purchase, my
The treatment regimen
began when Dad located garage was transformed
my Fiat about six years ago into a hospice for aging
sitting neglected in a garage Italian sports cars. Already
parked there was a '79 Fiat
downtown. The previous
well on the road to recovery.
owner was a bodybuilder
by the name of Swede, who I had high hopes for our
had decided to devote him- new patient despite our iniself to a younger, faster. .tial diagnosis - sitting car
motorcycle, and unload the disease. In these cases, it is

I

up to the combined
will
power of doctor
and patient to
see the patient
through.
She did not
cooperate.
Perhaps
her
dents were signs
of beatings from
previous
owners, and now she
would not trust
us to help her.
At first, Dad
and
I.
approached the
problem
with
enthusiasm.
At
the time it was
an
interesting
new challenge,
having to coerce
her into coopera- Ending up with extra parts after II major operation gives Sid and Ted Harmon
tion with the cause for worry. Photo by Ted, Sid and Deborah Harmon, andMike Gaudette.
treatment:
when she broke down at
"OK, we've installed the pedal when I say 'Go'," Dad
. says. "
BSU, and we couldn't
new master cylinder
We always·do this when 'muster the resources to
again," Dad says. "Let's
revive her. Although we
bleed the brakes again and neighbors aren't around.
have had our differences I
While
these
perforsee
if it works."
"It damn well better," I mances were initially enter- couldn't bear to leave her
for the jackals in the junktaining, years of almost
say, in my deepest voice.
Knuckles
crack.
The daily care curbed our enthu- yards. Instead she slumbers
torque wrench menacingly siasm. I often toyed with quietly under a blue car
replacing her with a newer cover, next to my' new
taps my open hand.
Saturn.
"I'Il get under the car vehicle .
The day finally came
again, and you press the
•

.

.

Brake calipers (6):

,

$344.50

Brake caliper rebuild kits
(4): $23.00,

Bleeder screws (4): $7.00
Brake hoses (4): $48.00
Master cylinder (2):
. $158.06

Brake pads (2 sets):
$24:00

Rotors (4): Free, pulled
from '79 Fiat (wrecked)
Brake booster (1): Free,
pulled from '79 Fiat
(wrecked).
.
Fiat 124 style dashboard
(1):$265.00

Dent-free body panels
(3): $100, pulled from
'74 Fiat (wre.cked}"
...... :
. Shipping for aboveparts .
(totcH):$83.0p

Total:

.
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AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY
Performing Arts & Family Events
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S300/month!
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Requirements:
Must be enrolled in8 credits
Must have at least a 2.25 GPA
15 office hours per week
Mandatory meeting
Monday at 4:30PM
.~
For more info:
~~..
VISitStudent InvolvementCenter
Ca1l426-1223
I I ••
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The "Fiat Expenditure
File" is a manila folder
about one inch thick.
Faded, wrinkled receipts
populate the folder, and
stick out around the
edges, ordered by transac·tiondate. Below is avery
partial list, pertaining only
to items mentioned in the
story.
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Lecter's baek in 'Red Dragon'
By Chris Hewitt"'------Red
KRT Campus
The lambs are silent again
in Red Dragon.
A
grim,
suspenseful
thriller more in the spirit of
The Silence of the Lambs
than the macabre Hannibal,
Red Dragon is a remake of the
1986 film Manhunter.
,Both Red Dragon and
Manlllwter find FBI agent
Will
Graham
(Edward
Norton) calling on the jailed
Hannibal Lecter (Anthony
Hopkins) to help him track
down a killer who targets
entire families.
.Manhunter, was an entertaining movie in its day, but
if: you look at it now, it
screams "1986" louder than a
pink T-shirt worn with a
white suit.
'Michael Mann's movie is
almost
laughably
overdesigned, with one gorgeous
sl.{ascape after another distracting us from the ugliness
of the story.
;In almost every respect,

Dragon is superior to
Manhunter (if not to Silence).
The story moves' more swiftly, it's more compassionate,
and it's better acted.
In a side-by-side comparison, only the original's
earthy Joan Allen stands out
as superior to the remake's
fine but less vibrant Emily
Watson.
But, down the line, the rest
of the cast is exemplary:
Norton anchors the movie
with intelligence and calm,
Philip Seymour Hoffman
brings wit and understanding to the role of a slimy
reporter, Ralph Fiennes gets
inside the fear and pain of a
madman,
and
Anthony
Hopkins tones down the
campiness
that
turned
Hannibal into a freak show.
Red Dragon is gripping
and gruesome, the kind of
ride
you'll
occasionally
doubt if you want to be on.
It's especially unsettling
because it suggests that the
divide between a violent
madman and a normal man

is not so great; it's simply an
ability to step back from and
analyze your pain.
Like Silence, Rea Dragon
believes sick minds have
something to teach us how to
(and how not to) process that
darkness
in the world
around us.
Because Red Dragon comes
so soon after Manhunter, it
provides the additional fun
of seeing two movies that are
very similar (although Red
Dragon has a prologue and
an
epilogue
not
in
Manhithter) and yet almost
completely different.
Lecterphiles
will also
appreciate
the way Red
Dragonfits with information
provided' in the previous
movies, including cameos by
people we've already seen
playing his doctors and jailers.
At the end of the movie,
they're still tending to Lecter,
who sits expectantly in his
cell, like a delighted fox waiting to rip into a henhouse.

The Academy of St. Giles

Medieval tunes and world beats
By Lauren Consuelo Tussing

Baldassare said that listen- Mediterranean
restaurant
ers might recognize the located in downtown Boise ..
music
from mainstream
"It's just a fun band with
The Boise State Student
films set in medieval times. really good energy. It's
Programs Board is present- Bu't, contrary to the often- music that you can groove
ing a new entertainment
faulty historical accurateness
to," Dean said.'
"It is time to show, with series designed to showcase
of popular films, all the
" ... The instrumentations
more power and strength,
local talent at Boise State.
music that The Academy of go really well together. So
that our choral family conThe new series, called the St. Giles plays is historically
the music sounds great and
tributes through music, to Best of Boise Music Night; precise.
.,'
it's all original work:'
break down the artificial
opens tomorrow at 7:30 p.m...
The group wiUgarnish the
SPBwQuld like to see the
motif ofthe perfor- Best of Boise Music Night
barriers of politics, different in the Special Events Center. 'medieval
"It's just basically
. mance ' with medieval-style
happen on a more regular
ideologies, religious differences and racial hatred that showcas.ing.. the m
.. usic ..t.hat's insPi.re.d..costu
.. m.'.':
es........•.. '.' .s.>:bas..is,. but because thoe series
separate human beings," the kind of out .of. the, nOJ:m/~';':'·.~The'"seCond:ban(tsche.d":. -is new,it still seems to be in
SPB's
Eaida
Muzaliw~·$ai(C.'::,:,ulecC.forip~·rforni
'lS\.;'terra:'the,
,. early
experimental
IFCM said.
Musaliwa said the new Sonus, a local ensemble that stages.'
"We need the participaseries' aim is to bring the tal- formed last April. The band
"We'll see how the series
tion of all choral organizaents of local musicians,
specializes in world beat goes. It's definitely sometions to promote and spread poets, dancers and other per- music, but they are not limit- thing that we want to do like
this idea, so that our voices forming artists to campus.
ed to any single musical
maybe every fall semester ...
will have more strength and
The two local ensembles
genre.
.
but a lot of it depends on
our choral family will con- playing for the opening night
"As we've written more whatwe learn from the expetinue to be an active part of of Best of Boise Music Night and more songs we kind of rience this year," Musaliwa
the process of world peace:'
are The Academy of St. Giles progressed into just ... a said.
Attend Best of Boise
The concert is in the and Terra Sonus. Each band combination. It combines all
sorts of jazz, rock, Latin ... Music Night Friday evening
Morrison Center Main Hall will be playing a 45-minute
and begins at 7:30 p.m. The set. Boise State music profes- everything," clarinetist and in the Special Events Center.
keyboardist
Jessica Dean
The show begins at 7:30
event is free to students as sor, Dr. Joseph Baldassarre,
well as Boise State faculty directs The Academy of St. said, who is a senior at Boise p.m. with each band playing
a 45-minute set.
and staff. Admission
for Giles, which specializes in State.
medieval music.
The group is composed of
Tickets can be purchased
adults will be $5 and $3 for
Baldassare, who founded
local musicians, including
at the door for $5 for the genseniors.
the group nearly eight years violinist Oliver Thompson,
eral public and $3 for stuago, masters the medieval
drummer Martin [ohncox
dents, staff, and faculty. For
lute, winds and percussion,
and guitarist Kris Hartung.
additional information call
among
other
obscure
Terra Sonus also plays every 426-1223.
medieval instruments.
first Thursday at Cazba, a
The Arbiter

Urriverstty choirs join forces
:ny Robert

Seal
:flui Arbiter ------

..~
i,".

All six Boise State choirs
~are planning to raise their
~voices on Sunday.
~' Together they will per-form a concert titled "With a
:Voiqfo(Sfuging:"
.:
• ·IbA~Ac;i$.;·away··for,J~()ise
.' 3'tate1s 'choirs to join choirs
i<from around the world for
~he ."International
Day of
~inging.
.
~ Sponsored
by
the
:.international Federation of
"Choral Music (IFCM), the
International Day of Singing
is intended to promote a
sense
of connectedness
among the cultures of the
world.
Since its inception
in
1990, the International Day
of Singing has taken place
on the second Sunday of
October. More than 12,857
choirs and over 450,000
singers represent countries

from around the globe.
In 2000, the International
Day of Singing took place
on Deceinber 10th and over
1,000,000
voices
came
together;
Before the concert, the
Chambers Singers will be in
the lobby singing Italian
madrigals
,from
the
Renaissance.
The concert will also feature the University Singers
performing
Joseph
Hayden's
"Kleine
Orgelmesse,"
and Vocal
Jazz'
singing
Richard
Rodgers' tunes to celebrate
the 100th anniversary of his
birth.
The Men's Chorus will
sing "Brothers, Sing On,"
"With a Voice of Singing,"
"La Pastorella'"
and
a
Quaker hymn titled "How
Can I Keep From Singing."
The Meistersingers
and
the Women's Chorale are
also performing.

,

L60kiD~to jumpstlrt you~

J{IUOWeeD ~ntyr 1JtlDg yOU!
Di~tmnes to It£chy
~sht)ppmi~ JOJ(.ta'~ WlL1lU
eosturoes tor ~Uf(lJ,s&or rent, hu~eseletloo
ot 1O,skt, ,ccassorus to COlOplsts your look,

roRCl-UP,b2Jrspr'1, s,.cbll~cts,
bxtsDdedJbllowesD hourd·

teeth.

wijs. props 'Dd tore t'loreU
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Thailand'
Italy.
China
Spain
. Louisiana
Maryland
~d Maine
These and inany other program sites are available to Boise State students.
Nc;xt semesler you could be studying In an exotic locale, using yo'ur
.
,financial aid 'and still graduating on time!
.

National Student Exchange Deadline - Feb~ry 21, 2003
Study Abroad Deadline for Spring 2003 - October 18,2002
.Study Abroad Deadline for Fall 2003 - April 15,.2003
With Boise'.State IntemationalPrograms, the world Is your class
lI!P1'f Iforma.tI5)~ c,\l\lact~IDI~ma!lona1'programs Office,
1\36F:Jclid 'Avenue:' Boise, ID 83725. Phone (208) 426-3652.
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F4rsi, a'language of theL
es ana now for all
a es, Learn to read,
~ ite and speak Farsi,
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LOSE 2r8 rOUNDS''''
EVERY~WEK Eat the
foods YQU love! Have
More Energy!
800-4~283.
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Khayyarn, and of the
ancient scientific genius,
Avicienna. For de1ails
Call Shahnaz: 333-0340
Typing and Editing
,
$2-3 a page dep.ending
on the work to be done.
Call 855-9328
JliIiED A PHOTOGRAPHER? Engagement,
weddlngs.Tainily,
,
quinceaneras, portrai ts
Gill Porters
Photography 863-5967
www.porlersphotos.oom
A national honors orgae
nization is seeking highly motivated students to
assist in starting a local
chapter. 3,0 GI'A
required. Contact
us at: chaptersfssigmaalphalarnbda.org

._
MI

g:s

.

CHIio-Mp'RAP'UC'STIC
Serving all your
chiropractic needs.
Call DrJim Trapp
at 389-BACK
Helping students
and athletes with
back, neck ,and
relaxation therapy
walking distance from sub
1025 LincoInAIo€. Boisl;ID83m;

"Askabout our BSU discount"

Wanted: Women's
Neoprene or Insulated
Waders 869-4909
Mattress Set, Full
SizeBrand new in pkg.
Value $499 Sacrifice
$135. Call 866-7476

liititlli!titl

it

. Yamaha Snowmobile
Needs-Motor Installed
$100412-3616 or,

'? .

703-8767

78 Mere Bobcat HB
-----..:...--4-cyl AT, Has Issues,
BED-Queen Pillowtop
. Runs, $200 412-3616
Mattress Set New-still
or 703-8767,
'f
,",,-, "in'plastit:*lth'Warranty. Value $699. Sell $160.
92 Mitsubishi Mty Max
Can deliver
866-7476
Pick-up Runs Well, LoW'
Miles, Canopy, 4 studs,
98 Nissan Sentra 63,000
CD, $2500
miles, 5 speed immacu331-1385
late condition $5500
OBO 331-0174
1990 Dodge Caravan
Runs but needs work
Household items for
$3000BOCall
sale couch, twin bed,
353-6047 Iv msg
dining table, vacuum
deaner and b&w TV
Super single waterbed
::42-0970
frame with headboard
$30 50 yr old dresser $30
1995 Harley Davidson
Call 353·6047
Utlra Classic,
Iv msg
Immaculate shape. All
service records $14,000
Bandsaw $40 Needs
OBO 855-9493
motor. Call 869-4909
82 Suzuki 1100
Motorcycle, Full Dress,
Needs Tranny work,
$600412-3616 or
703-8767'

r

$250 a day
potential/bartending.
Training provided.
1-800-293-3985 ext 223

Help Wanted
Independent
couriers
Weekly pay, set
schedules Must have
own vehicle 6 yrs. or
better high gas mileage
a plus, 5 days a week
PI 2-5 hrs Drug Free
Workplace No weekends, all bank holidays
off. Immediate openings. Equal Opportunity
Contractor Call Leon
Turner Metro Couriers
208-377-2002
Serious inquiries only
please.

Downtown Specialty
Boutique seeking PI
sales position 10-20
hrs/wk Call 344-5585

~'
Ifyou like the outdoors.
you'llove working at REII
REI Isthe leadingretailer
and online merchantof
qualityoutdoor gear and
clothing.Weare hiring
forthe followingpositions:
part time salesspecialists
and part time cashiers
and customer service
specialists.Ifyouenjoyworking
in a positiveenvironment
and providingexceptional
customer service,attend

• Evening & Weekend
Shifts 20-40 hrslwk
• Top Doliar - our reps
average $7 -$121hour
• Paid Training

··",m'j"'i"dhiif9m

- Sororities - Clubs.
• Student Groups
-Fraternities

,

IMAGINE THIS:

BroncoJobs

EqualOpportunity
Employer

Hairstylist & Nail
Techs Beautiful Salon,
Incred. Loc., Very Busy,
Free Lease or
Commission Park
Center Saion 344-1670
Work 484-9398 Cell

Join other BSU
students who enjoy
a flexible work
schedule

376-4480

The REIJOB FAIR
October' 2, 2001
gAM to' PM
8300 W. Emerald St.
Boise, 10 83704

~..am $1000-$2000 this semester with

Looking/or
Jobs while you are a
student, Career
Opportunities, or
Internships?

Free job-referral

a proven Campusfundraiscr

service

3 hour fund raising event. Our

Babysitter needed in my
home periodic basis
must be available M W
F 11-3 #336-3523 Ask for
.Ann

Roommatewanted
2bd/
2ba Parkcenter
. Available immediately.
Contact Brett 424-5041

MINI-BAR secret bookcase $15 375-5368

Bartenders needed. Earn
$150-250 per night. No
If<P necessary. Call
866-291-1884 ext, 435

99 Honda Civic EX
Fully Loaded/Low
"
' Miles Must Sell!! Make
ff
C II H'I
a er. a
I ary
703-6887

program,; make fundraising

Click BroncoJohs
at http://
carcer.bolsestate.edu

ea<;y with no risks. Fundraising
dates are filing quickly, so get
with the program! It works.
Contact Campusfundraiser
at

(888)

.

923-3m, or Visit

www.campusfundraiser.corn

Horoscopes
By Linda

C. Black

Tribune Mcdill Scrviccs

Read the Monday edition of The
Arbiter & find the trivia question
of the 'week, then s ubrrrit
your
ariswc.r to
contest<l")arbiteronline.coITI. The
correct answer will be prmted in
the Thursday's edition. If you
were l'ight, you'll be I'ewarded
with two entries 1'01' the n10nthly
drawing-if
you were wl'ong,
your answel' will be passed around
the office and laughed at!

Today's Birthday
(Oct, 10). Your quest
this year is for wisdom,
and it won't always be
easy. Make sure to
check what you learn in
books against your own
experience before dcciding whether it's true.
Don't give your heart
too freely _ or your
money, either.

Okay, okay-if
you were
wrong, you can still send
another e-mail to
contest@arbiteronline.com
with
the correct answer, and you'll be
rewarded wrth-one entry for the
weekly drawing just for being so
persistent!
'"'\ "

",

•

I

-

,

-

. Lool< f'01- this week's
:. q'uesti~n on 'pg. 3! '

JB~_~lii[I~;.~:.::~";;:.-.~2J"3?~2·i
All e-mails h1ust include an
answer (preferably a correct
one), your nan1e. address and a
phone nUlnber-so
we can hunt
you down if you win.
Monthly winners will be
notified by email or mail, along
with an announcement in the
first edition after the winner is
chosen. The Grand Prize
winner will be announced in the
Dec. 16th Finals Relief issue.
Contest runs 09/09/02 though
12/12102.

All winners
will
be selecled'
by, a
random drawing of eligible entries. All
entries containing
the correct
answer
wi'll be entered
into ,a grand
prize
drawing.
to be held at the end of the
semesler,
No purchase
necessary.
All
prizes will be awarded.
Grand prize
\vill be one scrncstcr l)f free books? to
be provided
by the BSU Bookstore.
Used, books will be provided
where
available.
This offer is void \vherc
prohibited
or restricled
by federal,
stale, or local laws. Employees of The
'Arbiler, the BSU Student Union, Iheir
fanlilics
and govcrnnlcnt
employees
are not eligible.
Applicable
laxes are
the sole responsibility
of the 'winners.

DILBERT®

Aries
(March 21-April19)
. - Today is an 8 - You're
full of lofty ideas, but
you'll have trouble convincing a person who
means a lot to you
unless you're also practical. Show how this will
make or save money.
Taurus
(April 20-May 20)
- Today is a 5 - Count up
your pennies, nickels and
dimes, Don't forget to
pay yourself by hiding a
little away, This is an
excellent day for finding
a good hiding place.

Cancer
(June 22-July 22)
- Today is a 5 ., Feel as if
you're being asked to do
too much for way too
little? Splurge on a special treat for yourself.
Take care of your own
well-being.
Leo
(July 23-Aug, 22)
- Today is <:n 8 - You've
been bogged down in
details, but not without
good reason. All those
clues you've been collecting will soon start
making sense. That'll be
the fun part.
Virgo
(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
- Today is a 5 - You're
getting better at doing
the calculations, and
that could lead to a pay
raise. Take a refresher

course to sharpen your
skills and increase your
status,
'
Libra
(Sept. 23-0ct 22)
- Today is an 8 - Careful
deliberation may not be
one of your strong
points, but you can
learn how to do it if you
must. It's not a bad idea
if you want to stretch
your money.
Scorpio
(Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
- Today is a 6 - You're
naturally sensitive to the
feelings of others. You
may notice that talent
intensifying over the
next few weeks,
prompted by a flood of
old memories: Make a
change - a dlange back for the better.
Sagittarius
(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
- Today is a 7 - You're
always a stickler for
telling the truth, now
more than ever. You
don't really care what
might happen next, but
take it into consideration.

Capricorn
(Dec. 22-Jan, 19)
- Today is a 5 - It's easier to gather data now
than it will be in a coupIc of days, so don't just
sit there. Call your
friend who's in the
know.
Aquarius
(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
- Today is an 8Pushing a little harder
now can get you a lot
farther. A friend is there
for you at just the right,
minute. Teamwork is
your ace in the hole.
Pisces
(Feb. 19-March 20)
- Today is a 6 - A task at
horne you thousht was
completed will have to
,be done again. Don't
make it harder by resisting. Doing it quickly
will make things much
easier.
(c),2002, TRIBUNE
'MEDIA SERVICES INC.
Distributed by Knight
Ridder /Tribune
Information Services.

Crossword

00 THEY'
HAVE,)'>
P.OCI<ET?

DOES ANYONE HAVE
A SUGGESTION FOR
REDUCING OUR .
INVENTORY?

To get the advantage,
check the day's rating:
10 is the easiest day, 0
the most challenging.

Gemini
(May 21-June 21)
- Today is an 8 - You're
gelling smarter, and
soon it'll be easier to
express your love. The
bad news is that something you depend upon
requires repair. It doesn't work all that well
any longer.

I

WOULD
THAT
WOP.K?

LET'S SELL IT TO
OUR CUSTOMERS.

FEEL FREE
TO TELL THE
BOARD THAT
IT'S YOUR
IDEA,

. ACROSS
1 Salad green
6 Sooty matter
10 Thompson of
"Carrington"
14 Jumped
15 Phnom--,-.
, Cambodia
16 Fitzgerald's
forte
17 Actor Davis
18 Brickell or
McClurg
19 Peaceful
20 Mt. Whitney's
range
23 Baja California
seaport
24 Singer Brewer
28 Sun, oration
29 Turns into
30 Money
manager: abbr.
33 Office fasteners
36 Gertrude's
tapestry
39 Sniggler's prey
40 Eagles' home
41 Certain serving
basins
44 Took chairs
45 Single copy
46 However, for
short
49 Going out with
50 Silver-tongued.
, , liar
55 Compromising
periods
57 One opposed
60 Animal's den
61 Worker's
equipment
62 Brummell or
Bridges
63 Perry's creator
64 First name in
cosmetics
65 Molecular ,
building block
66 Mach toppers
67 Pauses
. DOWN
1 Near
2 Spruce juice'
G Relaxes

4 Pinnacles
5 "Tristram
Shandy" author
6 Payout

l..

~ 2002 Trlbuno Medle
Afl rlghl. re..-vecl.

7 Play by

Euripides
8 Part of UNLV

Bervk:e ..
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Solutions
S .L

,

SI"

0 .L V

S 3"r
S 3
9 Broadway
3 3 .L
S 3
3' L ~
n v 3 8
building
S
o O.L
~ I V,
I .L N V
10 Salad green
S N o I .L V I .L 0 ~, 3 N
11 Media business
3 I H 1. 0 OVll s~
~IN I 3 3 S
grp.
o H .L_Nloll
.L I a 3
12 _ de mer
M 0 81H 0 N n d
13 $ dispenser.
' .1. v 8_81,
21, Org . .lor sentors
3 I ~ 3 V_'313_8
V ~ ~ v
22 First record
S d I , 0 ~13Idlvld_,V
d 0
label to·use
3 8
8 3 VIlO o 318_~
,
Dolby
V 8 3 I:t 3.L_V
a VIN 3 8 N 3
25 Bahrain rulers
26 Reddish brown
3 I 8
V
"
V
A
3
N~" 3 "
27 Something
IVIlI'IVIO
3 I a 3
I 8 8 0
valuable
.L V 0 8
H N 3 d
.L d V 3
29 "For Whom the
lVlVllIVlll3
.1. n VIl8
S 8 3 ~ 0
_ Tolls"
.,.
.
30 May and Ann,
e.g.
42 Hesitates out of ' 53 Bay ,
'
31 Bluenose
" ,fear".
54 Snaking curves
32 Palmer of golf
43 Greek.portico
56 Rowboat
47 splql,EJ~,.: _ ~ ,:'
n
•.
37 Element:;.,
'~' ~a:aiJK'blrd-' ':,'-~'!~~
,Drg.
number 89,·'
51 Boge'Q'owo",
, 59' Tha.Chlnese36 Glisten
"< , , 52 Owl cal.'s:.· .','
·way·
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